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Multiple satellites critical for holistic view of climate
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Cloud/Aerosol: A “wild card” in climate modeling
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n Climate state is highly sensitive to Earthʼs albedo (“whiteness”)
n Cloud/Aerosol largely controls the albedo

Need to quantify global energy budget change
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Key uncertain issues:
n Vertical structure of aerosol radiative forcing
n Aerosol effects on cloud and precipitation
n Whole picture of global energy budget change
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Suzuki & Takemura (JGR ʼ19)

Satellite information 1 - Passive measurement
GCOM-C/SGLI Measurement Wavelengths

Use of multi-pixel/wavelength
for
aerosol
retrievals
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Hashimoto & Nakajima (JGR ʼ17) with NN-based Rad. Trans. (Takenaka et al. JGR ʼ11)

Application to GCOM-C/SGLI (c/o M. Sekiguchi)

than Ag for a high-reﬂectance case
corresponding to the rightmost
AOTf
case of Figure 1.
For low and highreﬂectance surfaces, therefore,
aerosols in the atmosphere respectively increase and decrease the
apparent reﬂectance at the top of
the atmosphere (TOA) as compared with those without atmosphere. Supposing AOT and other
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the multiwavelength and multipixel
aerosol properties in the atmo! method.
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ﬁnd an optimal set of aerosol parameters, such as AOT and SSA, and surface reﬂectance, Ag. Therefore,
AOT and SSA are obtained by solving a set of RTEs by using spatial differences of surface reﬂectance.
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Application to GOSAT2/CAI2 (c/o M. Hashimoto)

n Exploiting surface heterogeneity to
It is also important to recognize that the surface reﬂectance depends largely on the wavelength as well as on
retrieve
aerosolsʼ
“whiteness”
the
spatial coordinates.
In this method,
therefore, it is desirable to have combinations of Ag of high contrast as
much
as possible usingagainst
spatially and surface
spectrally nonuniform
surface reﬂectances. For example, the simultacontrasted
albedo
neous use of short and long wavelengths in the solar spectral region is very effective for aerosol retrieval
nwhen
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a enabled
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NN
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the inverse retrievals
problem to retrieve the aerosol and surface parameters
nBased
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of global
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using multiwavelength and multipixel information of a satellite imager. For this purpose, we divide the analysis area into several subdomains consisting of multiple pixels. As shown in Figure 2, we deﬁne a 5 × 5 pixel
region as a subdomain, though there is no limitation in the number of pixels and in the subdomain shape if

“Mapping” of cloud microphysical processes
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RSD [X]: Relative Standard
Deviation of X (Spatial Variance)
Nc: Cloud Droplet Number Conc.
LWP: Liquid Water Path
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Nagao & Suzuki (GRL ʼ20)

n Microphysical processes are diagnosed by spatial variance of cloud properties
n The processes identified well correspond to cloud morphology (open/closed cells)

Satellite information 2 - Active measurement
n How are clouds suspended in atmos?
ü Height, Wetness, Liquid/Ice etc.

n How does precipitation form?

ü Frequency, Intensity, Height etc.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres
10.1002/2016JD025951
-> Detailed knowledge for cloud/precipitation
-> Evaluate/Improve numerical models
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Figure 12. Conceptual illustration of the location of mixed-phase clouds and their influence on global heat transport. Boxed values indicate the contribution of
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Climate model improvement

Michibata et al. (JAMES ʼ19; ACP ʼ20)
Michibata & Suzuki (GRL ʼ20)
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Figure
Rain3. Zonal mean distribution of (top row) cloud liquid and (bottom row) total ice mass mixing ratios for (a, d) MIROC6 DIAG scheme, (b, e) PROG
scheme, and (c, f) CloudSat and CALIPSO satellite retrievals. CLWC= cloud liquid water content; DIAG = diagnostic; PROG = prognostic; TIWC = tota
process
water
content.

MICHIBATA ET AL.

Fig. 2. Change in model bias in warm precipitation fraction relative to the reference configuration. The reduced scale factor strongly decreases the warm rain fraction but leaves warm drizzle largely unaffected, whereas the re threshold decreases warm drizzle but leaves warm rain largely unaffected.
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Fig. 3. The relationship between the (observable) bias in warm rain fraction and the (emergent) rapid adjustment under scale factor and effective radius threshPrecip. frequency bias
Mulmenstadt
et al. (Sci. Adv. ʼ20)
old tuning strategies. The relationship between warm rain fraction (fwarm) and normalized rapid adjustment (FL/F
Nd) is multivalued, which presents an apparent obstacle
to an observational constraint. Distinguishing between rain (solid line), which responds strongly to the Qaut scale factor tuning but weakly to the re threshold tuning, and
drizzle (dashed line), with the opposite responses, breaks the degeneracy and removes the obstacle to formulating an observational constraint.

n Simultaneous measurement of rain/drizzle is critical for model precipitation processes
n Process-sensitive information is required for reliable estimates of radiative forcing
Inhibiting drizzle at one effective radius threshold causes the model

adjustment simulated by these model configurations is large (90 % <
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Downloaded from http://advances.sciencemag.org/ on June 4, 2020

How do rain processes link to radiative forcing?
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Need for understanding cloud dynamics
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n Fall velocity of cloud particles is a “tunable knob” in climate models
n Cloud dynamics measurements are enabled by EarthCARE with Doppler capability

proposed in our previous study to interpret the thermodynamic phase and particle‐shape cons

Particle characterization enabled by EarthCARE
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-> Classification of aerosol species
and the cold-space viewport. Radiometric perfor- at 0.6 µm over ocean and land as well as at 0.8 µm
mance in the visible and
near-infrared channels
is over ocean (Higurashi et al. 2000; von HoyningenLinking
cloud dynamics
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A->
similar
two-dimensional
diagram was plotted
2D columns
in Fig. 5(b).
S appeared to be
specified as a signal-to-noise ratio of about 70 for dim Huene et al. 2003). Cloud microphysical retrievals

more useful in distinguishing among ⇥

scenes and 500 for bright scenes, and about 20 and are based on the combination of visible channels
values than
, although some lines between ⇥ = 1.0

Downloaded from http://journals.ametsoc.org/bams/article-pdf/96/8/1311/3744136/bams-d-12-00227_1

. 8. Aerosol classification from measurements of lidar ratio and particle linear depolarization ratio at 355 nm.
Okamoto et al. (Optical Express ʼ19)FGround-based
Illingworth et al. (BAMS ʼ15)
observations were performed with the Raman-polarization lidars (POLIS) (University of Munich,

New era of global cloud-resolving modeling
Stevens et al. Progress in Earth and Planetary Science
Stevens et al. Progress in Earth and Planetary Science
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The DYAMOND project (Stevens et al. PEPS ʼ19)

Cloud water mixing ratio

Cloud ice mixing ratio

Fig. 5 Mean precipitation. Precipitation is zonally and temporally averaged (over the last 30 days of the simulation) for each of the indicated models.
The global averaged precipitation for each model is indicated in the legend. Mean precipitation from the GSMaP project (version 7) is provided as a
reference. The GSMaP line width is to distinguish it from the models, not a measure of retrieval uncertainty

Table 6 Tropical budgets

n Precipitation agrees well
n Clouds are still diverse
n Further constraints are
required for clouds

P mm d1

PW mm

Ithermal W m−2

Isolar W m−2

ARPEGE-NH

4.25

40.9

3.80

38.7

−265.4

319.3

FV3

−269.2

303.1

Model

GEOS
n/a
39.5
Fig. 2 Snapshot of DYAMOND models. A snapshot of the models taken from the perspective of the Himawari 8 is shown. The images are for the
cloud scene on 4 August 2016 and are qualitatively rendered based on each model’s condensate fields to illustrate the variety of convective

−269.0

307.6

couples most directly to the circulation. The column water
burden is only calculated over the ocean, to better enable
comparisons with observations. Compared to the observations, the simulations appear somewhat less cloudy, as
on average they are radiating thermal energy to space
at a slightly greater rate than observed, but also absorbing a commensurately larger amount of solar energy. The
net imbalance is quite close to observed, but differences

Roh et al. (JMSJ in review)

Summary: Take-home messages
nPassive/Active sensors have started to provide novel
information of aerosols/clouds

nProcess information as well as detailed properties
nFrom “parameter-centric” to “process-oriented” observations
nExploiting multi-sensor/platform measurement capabilities

nSuch satellite-based information offers a useful guide for
evaluating/improving numerical climate models

nAt fundamental “building-block” levels, and
nWith further need for “process-sensitive” observation information

nThe combination of new multiple satellite measurements
with global cloud-resolving modeling is a promising way to
advance climate science of aerosols and clouds

